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This Text Provides A Glimpse At The Microscopic And
Macroscopic World Of The Laser Using Numerous Illustrations
And Examples The Authors Explain How Lasers So Tiny That
They Are Invisible To The Naked Eye, And Made Of Materials
Built Atom By Atom To Order, Are Possible
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This is a good book about lasers that can be used coffee
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table style for a relatively in depth read for a refreshment
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on the topic or even for beginners of it, you might still
enjoy the text written by two employed scientists
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physicists at Bell Labs actually experienced with the
apparatuses, even though it s a non technical account it
still goes as far as it could have being a modern
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commission, if you have the math and equations
background well memorized, rehearsed, and put to use
finely wired and insulated through your brain you d still
get the point of learning its applications for overall
understanding The accomplishment for it is a celebration
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of applying science and physics Unfortunately lasers aren
t a public commodity unless found in small electronics
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like Blu Ray and CD players, while laser pointers or gear
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for various construction can be found on the market for
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show or home improvement But the idea is found upon
chemistry It is harnessing light from atoms in clear terms
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And chem is about atoms Then you get to biology and
how life works with physics or chemistry So it all could be
connected If you re interested in any of the 4 subjects I d
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recommend you buy a copy of this book to add to your
possessions The knowledge is priceless Quantum
physics is just used to further explain what s going on
Future predictions could be made The difference
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between a photon and traditional particle like a proton is
one is a boson and the other fermion A photon has no
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mass and can go the speed of light whereas protons
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electrons have mass and energy to them So you could
probably just see how things would have hypothetically
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permeated out a temperature On the other hand, there s

Qualities

no reasonable physics or ideas to explain or suggest the
universe could have always been there and could go
through changes with quantum fluctuations influencing
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densities No one really knows what black holes could be
yet as far as being a portal to another universe dimension
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in any shape or form The ideas for amplifying radiation
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out of matter was first done and made sense of through
masers with microwaves so visible light was the next step
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for something practical And as technology progressed
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they got smaller and smaller for a wide variety of
applications in technology for the advancement of human
life by making it easier.
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